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Topic Summary: For a notional small corporate network, identify:


Security zones



Perimeter architecture and defenses



Guest access
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governance models that leverage our proprietary technologies. Mr. Bruce's job responsibilities include: working
directly with customers and partners for new business development, supporting proposal efforts, overseeing
RiVidium's network infrastructure, working with project managers to ensure project completion, managing
software development efforts throughout the entire system life-cycle, and leading new technology research and
proofs-of-concept. After a career spanning decades in shrink-wrap, commercial, and corporate software
development, Mr. Bruce is focusing on Information Assurance to achieve his goal of building and managing
large data centers providing cloud computing utility services for commercial and Government customers.

1.0 Introduction
In this white paper, we look at a “typical” notional small network and how it should implement perimeter
security. Brussin and Opatrny identify an organization’s network devices and firewalls as “combin[ing] to form a
least privilege gateway” which keeps traffic moving “only in expected and intended ways.”1 For our notional
network, this traffic includes data from internal users, guests, public-facing Web servers, and highly-protected
application servers – all of which combine to support our notional organization’s business requirements, and
each of which requires protection. In this paper we look at our notional organization’s network components
from servers to thin clients and their security perimeters. We review these perimeters with an eye towards
improving the organization’s overall security posture, and we make targeted recommendations that minimize
acquisition and maintenance costs.

2.0 Background
In most small companies, the physical layout includes at least the following “security zones:”


public – the organization’s “face” to the world (reception via secure entry)



protected – the organization’s proprietary information (locked access requiring entry codes or a key –
think a corporate safe)



internal – employee workspaces (bullpen – normally an open or thinly partitioned area)



guest – provides an area for visitors to be entertained (think the “nice” executive conference room)

Not coincidentally, many logical corporate networks are built to reflect and support that rather simplistic
model. Adding to this simple network design is the fact that in most cases an organization will standardize on
some single operating system (in this paper we’ll assume the ubiquitous Windows environment, but of course it
could be anything). Given these typical constraints and notional logical network setup, we look at some
common effects on the organization’s network security perimeter.
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3.0 Network Diagram
The following diagram shows a simple but reasonable network diagram for our notional organization.

Figure 1 - Our notional corporate network's security zones
This notional corporate network defines four primary areas that map more-or-less to the standard four physical
security zones identified above:


192.168.16/24 – A protected network containing file and database servers, an internal Exchange server,
corporate antivirus, and the organization’s intranet portal.



192.168.15/24 – A DMZ (demilitarized zone) containing a public Web server and the organization’s
public SMTP server for receiving email.



192.168.14/24 – An internal network containing primarily workstations and thin clients, although some
development servers and our hypervisors can be found here in our notional display.



192.168.1/24 – A wireless network for guests and mobile devices.
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4.0 Perimeter Defenses
Each element in our notional organization’s layered network defense strategy surrounds individual hosts much
like an onion skin does – the closer one gets to a host the more perimeter layers one must have traversed.
Consider a malicious application within the “guest” subnet: it must cross four different gateways (and the same
number of firewalls) for even one data packet to be presented to the protected file server – which itself is
hardened with at least three more perimeter defenses (host firewall, anti-malware solutions, and operatingsystem level access control lists).

4.1 Application Gateway
Our notional organization has at its outermost perimeter two physical Internet connections for two dual-homed
application gateways. (While we realize that this is somewhat unusual – many companies use a single public
Internet access point – the fact is that most small companies are already paying for a dedicated T1 line for
Voice-over-IP [VoIP] for their telephones. Our drawing simply leverages that fact.) Each application gateway
provides three supporting functions for our notional organization’s network perimeter:
1. Network Boundary Enforcement – The gateways divide the organization’s corporate network into two
basic segments: servers and workstations. The servers’ side includes the “protected” subnet and the
DMZ, while the workstations’ side includes the “internal” and “guest” subnets. The gateways allow
controlled communications between the segments.
2. Access Policy – Hoefelmeyer and Phillips point out that the “first step” in overall security defense is a
“security policy addressing the threat,”2 and in this case we show below Internet access based on
default-deny. For example, the workstations’ side can deny access to social networking sites:

Figure 2 - Our notional organization’s gateway firewall policy defaults to Deny All
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3. Monitoring Functions – Each gateway should provide an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) featuring
automatic updates for known network attack signatures. The gateways should also provide monitoring
and alert functions for problem detection and notification. For example, consider the problem of
wireless users and authentication: by using a RADIUS (Remote Access Dial-In User Service) server our
notional organization can support stronger wireless device authentication and can report failures
automatically.

Figure 3 - Infrastructure problems generate logs and alerts

4.2 Router
Routers provide a Layer 3– the layer perimeter for any IP network – by using “store and forward” network
communications. This effectively hides the IP address of each connected device via Network Address Translation
(NAT) support. Even consumer-class routers include simple firewalls as well as Wi-Fi Protected Access v2
(WPA2) Enterprise to perform optional authentication of each guest user. This allows our notional organization’s
team members to connect to the wireless network, authenticate using the RADIUS server, and gain access to
the protected subnet – while guests cannot.

Figure 4 - Routers should use strongest available security
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4.4 Host Firewalls
Each of our notional organization’s Windows-based hosts should use at least the built-in firewall that ships with
the operating system. While basic Windows Firewall is weak (no outbound port filtering; cannot specify a range
of trusted IP addresses when enabling specific ports), it is much better than nothing. Server class machines
(preferably running Windows Server 2008 R2 over Windows Server 2003) have Windows Advanced Firewall
that allows quite sophisticated firewall policies to be applied based on Active Directory Group Policy settings,
including separate scanning rules for packets based on their origination. Per NIST recommendations, we also
recommend disabling IPv6 if not in use by the organization (and current small organizations typically have no
use for the extensions that IPv6 allow).3

Figure 5 - All hosts should use at least the built-in firewall

4.3 Anti-malware
A key perimeter defense includes the ability to detect malicious software, whether originating from Web-based
“drive-by” attacks from dangerous Web sites, or from downloaded viruses disguised as useful programs (Trojan
Horses), or from infected portable media such as USB drives or compact discs. Our notional organization’s
standard defenses should include one of two possible solutions: a commercial product whenever possible, or
Microsoft’s built-in Defender application. For a commercial solution, one common choice is the Symantec
product (we use that ourselves within RiVidium). The Symantec product runs from a central server within the
“protected” subnet and distributes antivirus agents and virus “signature” updates to XP and laptop domain
clients through the use of Active Directory Group Policies. Because it’s possible that a given development server
may not function with the Symantec anti-virus, smaller organizations are probably better off by installing such a
solution to dedicated server hosts on a manual basis rather than automatically. In any case, it’s generally much
less common to provision and build a new server than to build and provision a new end-user machine, so the
extra manual step for provisioning anti-virus on a server should not add appreciably to the organization’s overall
overhead costs.
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Figure 6 - Hosts should use at least one layer of anti-malware software

4.5 Physical Security
The physical interface between human and host computer is a prime risk area – inserting an infected CD
effectively bypasses every network firewall. One way our notional organization can defend the physical
interface is by minimizing the number of physical hosts and maximizing the usage of virtual machines (VMs)
within dedicated hypervisors. For example, at RiVidium our engineers and analysts typically work using a thin
client instead of a physical desktop or laptop; these thin clients simply do not allow devices to be inserted –
neither USBs nor CDs. For a user to install unauthorized software on a VM, that software must be copied
electronically from a file share or downloaded; thus, it must run the gauntlet of every security perimeter we
have created on our network. This type of control can actually improve employee morale; as Colwill points out
in his well-reasoned article on the human factor in information security, “employees are reassured that the
company they work for is safeguarded…this can protect jobs.”4

Figure 7 - Thin Client
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5.0 What our Perimeters Defend
NIST states that the goal of information technology security is to “enable an organization to meet all of its
mission/business objectives,”5 so a reasonable question to ask is what we are defending and how that defense
supports our business drivers. In our notional organization’s case, we defend four logical security zones: public,
protected, internal, and guest.

5.1 Public Network
Our notional organization’s public network defines the DMZ and allows people to access the corporate Web
presence (Web site, blogs, etc.) as well as to communicate using email. In addition to the standard defenses
listed above, we recommend employing a number of specific defenses on these servers:
1. Minimal software environment – Only software absolutely required is installed.

Figure 8 - Minimal software installation minimizes attack surface
2. Minimal allowed remote access – By default, team members should not be able to connect directly to
any server within the DMZ. This means that functions such as Remote Desktop are reserved only for
administrative accounts stored within the Active Directory.
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3. Minimal outbound access allowed – The servers within the DMZ can only initiate connections to
particular services provided on particular target servers. For example, the corporate EDGE email server
we defined in our drawing (an SMTP server) must be able to communicate with the internal Exchange
server using ports 25 (SMTP) and 443 (HTTPS) – but no other outbound ports need to be allowed.

Figure 9 – Outbound firewall rules minimize DMZ security breach dangers
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5.2 Protected Network
Our notional organization’s protected network contains internal corporate servers. These servers provide the
functional backbone for corporate activity and business; without them the ability to perform any type of
meaningful work quickly deteriorates to zero. We recommend employing a significant number of protections on
these servers to minimize the organization’s risk if a security breach occurs. In many ways, the servers in this
group constitute an organization’s crown jewels and must be protected carefully:
1. Hardened operating system – Protected servers should start with a locked-down and minimal operating
system. In our case, RiVidium starts with a Windows version built on the Army Golden Master (AGM).
This version of the Windows operating system features a stripped-down and secured feature set.
2. Minimal software install and execution – As with the DMZ network, only critical functions should be
installed on these servers. Additionally, the set of installed and running Windows services (automatic
functions typically set to start with the computer; called daemons on UNIX) should be manually
reviewed to be sure only to run only those critically needed services are enabled.

Figure 10 - Minimal Windows services
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3. We recommend that our notional organization ensures that, by default, only a minimal set of inbound
network connections are allowed:

Figure 11 - Minimal inbound connections
By taking these simple and (almost!) risk-free steps, our notional organization can dramatically increase its level
of protection for minimal cost.
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5.3 Internal Network
In our network drawing, specified (and highly recommend) the use virtual machines (VMs) for most users (for
example, developers and analysts. These VMs should be run by using thin clients rather than full workstations –
making administration and ongoing maintenance costs much lower. These VMs should run within the internal
organizational network, along with research and development servers. Critical system data or servers should
never be stored within this network, and network egress (outgoing traffic) should be controlled by policy rules
from the corporate gateway. Team members should be able to access only their assigned individual VM(s), and
we group policy should be used to ensure that each VM has the correct anti-malware solution installed.

Figure 12 - VMs restrict remote access

5.4 Guest Network
This network allows our notional organization’s guests (and mobile devices) to access the Internet. This network
should have the most restrictive set of policies that prohibit all network ingress and limiting Internet access to
the standard Web protocols DNS (53), HTTP (80), and HTTPS (443).
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6.0 Recommendations
We purposefully put in a common weakness: insufficient protection between the guest network and the
internal network. We also speak to smaller organization’s common lack of enterprise logging capabilities.

6.1 Protection from Guest Network
Ironically, a typical guest network is more protected from the internal
network (via the firewall in the wireless router) than the internal network
is from our guest network. This can be remediated by implementing
another router between the switch and the internal network.
Step

Cost

Notes

Cisco router (RVS4000)
and switch (SG30010P)

$130 (router),
$382 (switch)*

Switch connects systems,
router provides firewall /
NAT protection

Gateway client

Two days

Our gateway already
applies policy to NAT’ed
clients, but requires a
custom agent.

This ensures that the internal network is secure from our guest network, similarly to our protected network.

6.1 Enterprise Log Event Management
Most small organizations do not have the ability to track or log event files and report problems to system
administrators. While excellent commercial products abound, in order to minimize the initial expense we
recommend the use of OSSIM (The Open Source Security and Information Event Management).**
Step

Cost

Notes

Inventory critical logs

Ten days

The major cost for any SIEM solution is to identify what servers to
log, and what actions should be initiated based on logged events

Install SIEM

Two days

Free download

Configure SIEM

Five days

This SIEM has significant functionality, but requires extra
configuration

Over time, the smaller organization can move to a full commercial solution; the initial “critical log” inventory
will stand it in good stead then.

*

Priced from Cisco Web site as of 20 October 2010

**

See Web site http://tinyurl.com/ossiem.
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7.0 Terminology
DMZ – Demilitarized Zone (a zone between the external untrusted network and the internal network)
DNS – Domain Naming Service
Dual-homed – Having two NICs (typically one for external traffic and another for internal traffic)
HTTP – Hyper-text Transfer Protocol (HTTPS adds security)
IP – Internet Protocol
NIC – Network Interface Card
NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology
RADIUS – Remote Access Dial-in User Service (allows authentication of remote users)
SIEM – Security Information and Event Management
SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SP – Special Publication
VM – Virtual Machine
USB – Universal Serial Bus
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